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The repon article - dedicated to the problem of constructing, substantiation
and physical interpretation of quantum field theory (QFT). in which the four
dimensional momentum space is a constant curvature space with a suggiciently
large radius M. The parameter M is called fundamental mass and its inverse
l-h/Mc fundamental length. The fundament a] mass fixes a new universal scale of
the theory in the high energy region. The standard QFT is recovered iti the "flat
limit" M->*>[\'5\.

A key role in the approach developed belongs to the five-dimensicnal
configuration representation. Beinp four-dimensional in iis: essence the theory
admits a specific local lagrangian formulation in winch the dependence of fields or,
auxiliary fifth coordinate is local too. Internal symmetries ti. this formalism
generate gauge transformations localized in the same five-dimensional
configuration space.

The gauge invariant quantum electrodynamics constructed along these lines
prcdics a number of new nonminmal elecuomagnetic interactions including
fonrfer.nion interactions Aith the coupling constants ~e2/M2. Cnarged Dirac partic
dipok- moments (MDM <wd FDMt, the presence of EDM testifying to P-and CH-
symmetry - alation.
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